NEW

OLYMPIC

DENTAL TABLE

TM

Comfortable standing or seated

Removable
drain pan

Better patient presentation

Stainless steel top

Adjustable height – electric lift

Saves time

29" – 41"

V-top
dorsal positioner

Watch video demonstration
www.OlympicVeterinary.com

2 swing out arms
One arm has instrument tray.
Second arm (optional)
holds scaler, etc.
Arms interchangeable
left to right.

Leg room

Room for compressor,
other equipment

Foot switch
swivels
Low profile
casters

3 electrical
outlets

Durable finish – powder coated

STANDING
SEATED

When table is raised, a tall person can work
comfortably. Less tiring. Faster procedures.
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Table height adjusts for best access to
dental site. Leg room on all sides of table.

TILT ADJUSTMENT
For drainage and
better presentation

DORSAL POSITIONER
Folds up to V-positioner

Saves time so you can schedule more dentals
Today, veterinary dental procedures are performed on makeshift tables not designed for dentistry. These inefficient and
uncomfortable tables make dental procedures longer and
more tiring. The new Olympic Dental Table solves these
problems. It is a completely adjustable table for better patient
presentation and operator comfort – and it saves time on
every dental procedure.

Complete table drainage A trough under center of table
drains the entire table into the removable pan.

Operator comfort Height of the Olympic table is adjustable
from 29" to an extra-tall 41". Patient access without strain.

Quick clean-up Top quickly wipes clean between cases.

Electric Lift Precise positioning. Capacity 250 pounds.
Adjustable tilt For drainage and best presentation. Table tilts
to any angle up to 10º. Locks automatically.
Dorsal positioner Table sides fold to any angle up to 45º to
form a V-positioner. Locks automatically.
Firm head support Provides solid support for all dental
procedures. No bounce or flex.
Swing out arms Standard table has one swing out arm
with a stainless instrument tray. Arm can swing to either side
of table. Table can also be ordered with a second arm (see
Ordering) that has a platform with slots for mounting scaler,
etc. You can switch arms from left to right without tools.

3 electric outlets Built-in outlets help get electrical cords off
the floor.
Low profile casters-brakes Table can be moved easily for
cleaning floor or to fit your future space requirements.
Sturdy construction Designed for dentistry – a strong, stable
operative surface. Heavy gauge welded steel. No wobble or
sway.
Dimensions Top surface: 21"x 50". Overall: 21"x 62". Supports
larger dogs in all positions.
3-year Warranty All parts and labor included, unless damaged
by misuse.
Pay off investment The Olympic Dental Table saves time and
can pay for itself in 6 months by letting you schedule more
dentals. Operator comfort and better patient presentation
reduce fatigue and speed procedures. Patients benefit by
spending less time anesthetized.

Removable drain pan Under the head support. Pan slides out
easily for cleaning.
Foot switch swivels The foot switch swivels so it can always
face the operator – easy, fast height adjustment.
Generous leg room Comfortable, easy access on all sides
of table.
Tie down cleats Mounted under sides of table, out of the way.
Convenient whether table is in V-position or flat.
Improved patient presentation Better presentation saves
time. And height, tilt, and dorsal positions can all be quickly
adjusted during a case.

Ordering and Information
Olympic Dental Table TM. Model 50901. Standard model.
Includes one swing arm with instrument tray. Electrical: 120V/60Hz.
Olympic Dental TableTM. Model 50903. Two arm model.
Includes two swing arms. One arm with instrument tray; one
arm with holes for mounting scaler, etc. Arms interchangeable
left to right without tools. Electrical: 120V/60Hz.
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